SWFL CLIMATE COMPASS SPEAKER SERIES
Help Chart A Path to Climate Resilience
Our changing climate impacts our world in multiple ways.
Get three distinct perspectives through our SWFL Climate
Compass series. Starting February 16, join us for a FREE, threepart virtual series with nationally recognized speakers looking
at climate, the oceans, and the seafood and auto industries.
TO LEARN MORE AND REGISTER, VISIT WWW.GROWINGCLIMATESOLUTIONS.ORG

SUSTAINABLE PESCATARIANS: ENSURING THE
SEAFOOD INDUSTRY HAS RESPONSIBLE PRACTICES

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 16
4:00 P.M.

Presented by Chef Rick Moonen, Master Development Chef for Perry’s Restaurants
Celebrity Chef Rick Moonen is an American seafood chef and an early adopter of
sustainable fishing practices. Known as the “Godfather of Sustainability,” Chef Moonen
will educate audiences on solutions to prevent illegally caught and sourced seafood and
share “sea-to-table” best practices. In addition, he’ll serve up some tips for delicious
seafood dishes that participants are sure to enjoy!

REGISTER NOW
Chef Rick Moonen

UNEQUIVOCAL & UNPRECEDENTED:
CLIMATE CHANGE IN THE OCEAN

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 16
4:00 P.M.

Presented by Dr. Sarah Cooley, Director of Climate Science and Jon Paul “J.P.” Brooker,
Florida Director for the Ocean Conservancy
The science of climate change is clear: human activity
undeniably causes rapid planetary changes in climate unlike
anything in recorded history. Climate change is fundamentally
altering systems in the ocean, Florida’s backyard and
playground, and Floridians are feeling its effects. Fortunately,
Florida’s citizens and communities are mobilizing to address
ocean-associated climate change and sustain the region’s
natural treasures for future generations. Learn about what is
happening to our ocean systems and what actions can be taken.
Dr. Sarah Cooley

REGISTER NOW

LEADING THE ELECTRIFICATION REVOLUTION

J.P. Brooker

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 13
4:00 P.M.

Presented by Ms. Cynthia Williams, Global Director, Sustainability, Homologation &
Compliance, Ford Motor Company
Ford Motor Company is committed to fighting climate change, investing more than $30 billion
through 2025 to electrify its most iconic nameplates. Ford is getting real traction with their
Ford+ plan, doing the hard work to reinvent itself for this new era and break constraints to lead
the electric revolution at scale. In the process, Ford is reimagining how electric vehicles – and
the batteries that power them – are designed, manufactured and recycled as part of an ultraefficient, carbon neutral electric vehicle manufacturing ecosystem. Learn how Ford is doing its
part to address climate change and accelerate progress to net-zero no later than 2050 by reducing
emissions in three areas that account for approximately 95% of its carbon emissions: vehicle use,
manufacturing and supply chain, and ensuring that no one is left behind.
Ms. Cynthia Williams

REGISTER NOW

TO LEARN MORE AND REGISTER, VISIT WWW.GROWINGCLIMATESOLUTIONS.ORG
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